
 

Garda con Gusto  

Gourmet Experience: where food and wine turn 

into a show 
 
Have you ever wondered about living a weekend in the spirit of a full food and wine 
experience? In November that becomes reality.  
The fourth edition of Garda con Gusto (from the 2nd to the 4th of November 2018) is 
predicted to be the most engaging ever, and rich in pleasing news as well.  
This year the new format of this event, that has been a synonym for taste and food and 
wine excellences for the last four years, is expected to have a even higher quality 
standard, and is committed to make the visitors live a proper cooking experience at its 
fullest.   
Garda con Gusto - Gourmet Experience is going to be an account of the local resources, 
full of of colors, emotions and perfumes, performed by some great culinary experts. But 
not only: they will be helped by the same producers and restauranteurs who are the 
guardians of the local traditions and the inventors of a cultural and expert food itinerary.   
 
The Garda Trentino treasures will be celebrated by the artisans of taste, able to create 
some wonderful specialities with the local products: from the carne salada to the extra 
virgin olive oil, from the green broccoli grown in Torbole to the lake fish, from the organic 
vegetables grown in the Gresta Valley to the different types of bread, from the sweets to 
the cottage cheeses. And last but not least, don’t forget to celebrate with the Trentodoc 
sparkling wine, and to taste the chosen red and white wines produced in Trentino as the 
precious grappas.  
 
At Garda con Gusto - Gourmet Experience you will meet some renowned international 
chefs, lots of food bloggers, sommeliers and some vips willing to tell and turn the local 
treasures into some moments of pure show both for the eyes and the mouth, with some 
amazing dishes to watch and taste in the exclusive areas inside the Palavela. A unique 
and cosy world, totally at one with the landscapes and the perfumes of this “tiny spot of 
Mediterranean sea" called Garda Trentino.  
 
You will be taken to a wider international event, where the senses will be gratified and the 
culinary curiosity satisfied. Out of many news, the "Salotti del Gusto" and the "Eat Theatre" 
are worth mentioning. Every lounge will be dedicated to a specific product, "narrated" in 
every single aspect by the experts, to enjoy a lively and very engaging gathering.   
There will be time also for a quaint and special party: on Saturday, the 3rd November at 11 
pm "Gusto Shop" will be organised at the Du Lac et Du Parc resort hotel. A tasty moment 
for the guests to be tempted by the perfumes and some not-to-be-missed gourmet 
suggestions.   
 
 
Come and find out the tasty offers reserved only for you by our hotel, and enjoy the 
account of a territory in its real essence, bond to the palate and the timeless traditions that 
live stronger than even at Garda con Gusto - Gourmet Experience.   


